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Measurement Best Practices 
for Apple Search Ads

iAd support Framework to add

I. Integration Overview

To automatically track installs for Apple Search Ads, integrate Adjust SDK version 4.4.5 (or later) 
with AdSupport and iAd frameworks. 

Adjust definitions

II. Terminologies

Differences in approach - Adjust & Apple Search Ads

iTunes id vs device id : Apple Search Ads conversions are based on an Apple ID, Adjust looks at 
device id and does not apply cross-device tracking. 

Download vs install (first open) : Apple Search Ads conversions occur when a user downloads an 
app, whereas Adjust counts when the app is opened for the fist time by a device yet unknown. An 
install is counted once per device. 

Re-download vs reattribution : Apple Search Ads conversions counts when a user re-downloads an 
app, whereas Adjust counts a reattribution, when a device that previously downloaded and opened 
the app, opens it again from a new source.

Reattribution : A device that previously installed 
the app, re-engages in the app through a new 
source (i.e. deep link, or Apple Search Ads 
campaign), and if this user match the inactivity 
period that was defined by the client in the Adjust 
dashboard, Adjust will count one reattribution for 
the new source. 

Inactivity period : It is customisable, it define the 
timeframe during which the user needs to be 
inactive in the app in order to allow reattribution. 

Sessions : Any app open or activity in the app 
tracked after 30 minutes of inactivity. 

Reattribution window : Time between the click and 
the session that would lead to a reattribution.

Uninstall : Adjust receives information from Apple 
Push Notification Service that the device 
uninstalled the app, Adjust counts one uninstall at 
the date of the last session from that device. 

Re-install : Adjust sees a session from a device 
that was previously attributed to source A with the 
status “uninstalled”. And if that device opens the 
app “organically” without any ad engagement, 
Adjust counts one reinstall for the source A. 

Re-install reattribution : Adjust sees a session 
from a device that was previously attributed to 
source A with the status “uninstalled”. That device 
opens the app from a new engagement with 
source B, Adjust counts one reinstall reattribution 
for the source B.
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This document outlines key concepts of measurement between Adjust and Apple Search Ads. 
You will learn about the integration process as well as terminologies and definitions which are 
important to grasp when optimising your campaigns. We will also explain the reasons why 
discrepancies can occur between the two platforms, some tips into how to reduce their impact 
and showcase use cases you can apply in your day-to-day.
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III. Discrepancies

Main reasons

Apple Search Ads visibility into last-click attribution : Apple Search Ads does not know if a user 
clicked on an ad served by another partner in between a tap on the Apple Search Ads impression and 
the download. In addition, a user could tap on an ad from Apple Search Ads and download but not 
open. Later on, click a different ad from a different source and open the app afterwards. In this case, 
Adjust attributes the install to the last click, whereas Apple Search Ads would have already attributed 
the app as a conversion/download. 

Last click attribution windows : With Adjust, the standard last click attribution window is 7 days. 
Apple Search Ads is 30 days. 

Downloads vs. app opens : Apple Search Ads statistics counts when a user downloads an app, 
whereas Adjust only counts when the app is opened for the first time by a device yet unknown. 

Reporting timezone differences : Apple Search Ads reporting timezone is based on your account’s 
location. Adjust reports in UTC.

Main reasons

Limit ad tracking : When a user has enabled limit ad tracking (LAT) on their device, Adjust does not 
receive a response from the Apple Search Ads’ attribution API, thus Adjust will attribute the user as 
organic or to another source that has registered a click. Apple Search Ads may still claim these users 
and their statistics will reflect these downloads. Adjust estimated that at least 12% of all iOS users 
have LAT enabled on their devices. 

Latency : Most users that click on an Apple Search Ads impression, immediately download the app. 
When the app is opened immediately and the Apple Search Ads attribution API is called, the 
corresponding ad click might not have been processed by Apple Search Ads’ system yet, due to some 
latency. Apple Search Ads recommend setting a delay of a few seconds before retrieving attribution 
data. There’s a certain latency between an app download triggered by a click on an Apple Search Ads 
impression and data procession aimed at responding to mobile app data analytics platform and 
proving Apple Search Ads to be the source of the download. 

Re-downloads : With Apple Search Ads, if an existing user that uninstalled the app, clicks on an 
Apple Search Ad and re-downloads the app, it will count this, where Adjust will only count an install 
once per device.

http://github.com/adjust/ios_sdk/releases
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/adsupport
https://github.com/adjust/ios_sdk#add-ios-frameworks
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Install Attribution via “Last Click Model”

Attribution to last preceding engagement

Attribution Waterfall

1st ad 2nd ad 3rd ad

No session = 
No install 

No session = 
No install 

1st Session = 
Install 

INSTALL = FIRST OPEN

Click Advertising ID match 

Click Fingerprint match 

Impression Advertising ID match 

Impression Fingerprint match 

Organic - No Match

1

2

3

4

Click Based

View Based

5

Reattribution (without Uninstall/Reinstall feature)

Inactivity Period = 7 Days

Click on AdDay 5 No ReattributionNew SessionDay 0

Last session

Click on AdDay 8 ReattributionNew SessionDay 0

Last session

Reattribution (with Uninstall/Reinstall feature)

Click on AdDay 5 ReinstallReinstallDay 0
Last session

Click on AdDay 8 Reinstall 
reattribution

ReinstallDay 0
Last session

Inactivity Period = 7 Days

Day 2

Day 2

Uninstall

Uninstall

ReinstallReinstallDay 0
Last session

Day 2
Uninstall

 Campaign Structure Adjust - Apple Search Ads (Attribution source)

Campaign

Ad group

Creative

Network Apple Search Ads

 iad-campaign-name (iad-campaign-id)

iad-adgroup-name (iad-adgroup-id)

iad-keyword (iad-keyword-id)

IV. Attribution Logic

General overview 
Use case workflow

V. Use cases

‣ Re-/attributions are tracked automatically upon enabled SDK in the app 

‣ Reattributions are influences based on settings enabled in the dashboard 

‣ Reattribution tracking requires change of attribution source 

‣ Un-/reinstalls are only tracked when the Un-/Reinstall feature is purchased

Attribution settings 
Use case workflow

‣Default click-based install attribution window 
setting = 7 day 

‣Majority of install attributions happen within     
the first 60 minutes after last engagement 

‣Accommodates attribution scenarios where apps 
are not opened immediately after download 

‣Helps to streamline attribution settings across 
channels 

‣Default impression-based install attribution 
setting = 24 hours

Reattribution settings 
Use case workflow

‣Enable reattribution 

‣Default click-based reattribution window 
setting = 7 day 

‣Default inactivity window setting = 7 days 

‣Streamline user’s eligibility for reattribution 

‣Default impression-based reattribution window 
setting = 24 hours
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Default inactivity window 
Use case workflow

‣ Provides insights in targeting and user behaviour within an acquisition campaign 

‣ Middle ground between high and low app usage,        may reflect an average usage of an app 

‣ Un-/Reinstall feature enabled, depending on targeting outcome results in reinstalls and reinstall reattribution

Reattribution tracking = ON

Reattribution after 7 days of inactivity to new sourceInactivity window = 7 days

Reduced inactivity window 
Use case workflow

Reattribution after 30 minutes of inactivity to new sourceInactivity window = 0 days

Reattribution after 24 hours of inactivity to new sourceInactivity window = 1 day

Reattribution tracking = ON

Extended inactivity window 
Use case workflow

Reattribution tracking = ON

Reattribution after 30 days of inactivity to new sourceInactivity window = 30 days

‣ Helpful to identify and activate dormant users based on inactivity 

‣ Un-/reinstall feature enabled can result in two outcomes 

‣ Engagements with incomplete inactivity period result in reinstalls 

‣ Engagements with completed inactivity period result in reinstall reattributions

www.adjust.com

If you have any further questions, please contact your dedicated 

account manager or reach out to support@adjust.com!

Campaign structure for new & returning users 
Use case workflow

‣ An install is tracked once per device per app, multiple times for reattribution 

‣ Separate ad group structure according to desired targeting -                                                          
user acquisition vs user engagement  

‣ Create dedicated ad group to target new users 

‣ Create dedicated ad group to target returning users 

‣ Ensuring users that have been acquired as well as reengaged through Apple 
Search Ads are tracked as reattributions 

‣ Un-/Reinstall feature enabled, results in reinstalls and reinstall reattributions 
based on created campaign structure and attribution settings

Campaign structure for returning users 
Use case workflow

‣ Devices can be reattributed multiple times throughout its lifetime 

‣ Continuously update ad group campaign structure to ensure tracking of 
user’s reengagement through reattributions 

‣ Create new dedicated ad group to target returning user groups, duplicating 
existing ad groups and assigning new name  

‣ Potentially pause old campaign 

‣ During analysis consider attribution settings to evaluate campaign results

Provide information for support 
Use case workflow

‣ Provide insights to your attribution settings and activated features on your 
account: 

‣ Are you using Adjust's Un-/Reinstall feature? 

‣ Is reattribution tracking enabled for the app? 

‣ What attribution settings are set for reattribution tracking? 

‣ What are the settings for the inactivity window? 

‣ Are attribution settings set on app level or tracker level?

Reminders for best practices 

Summary

‣ Ensure correct integration of the ad framework 

‣ Awareness terminologies and attribution logic 

‣ Check attribution settings and apply according to campaign 
requirements 

‣ Adjust campaign structure for engagement campaign 

‣ Split out “all user” ad group to “new users” & “returning users” and 
ensure you rename the returning user ad group 

‣ Rename the “returning user” ad group (if already targeting) and 
pause the old campaign - do this every month

http://www.adjust.com
mailto:support@adjust.com

